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Welcome to the User’s Guide for using the 2007 version of the Tennessee Science Curriculum Framework. Approximately
every six years the Department of Education is mandated by the Tennessee State Board of Education's Rules, Regulations, 
and Minimum Standards to revisit all of the state’s curriculum standards.  The 2007 revised science standards resulted 
from the efforts of committees comprised of science educators from across the state that worked diligently to develop 
standards that address all learners and are: 

• Focused on major science themes 
• Better organized 
• Stated more clearly and concisely
• Increasingly complex across K-12
• Aligned with the National Science Education Standards, Benchmarks for Science Literacy, National Association for 

Educational Progress standards,  and ACT Standards 
• Easier to implement than previous versions 

Overview of the 2007 Science Curriculum Framework Revision Process

Teams of K-12 teachers and college science educators from across Tennessee pooled their collective talent, wisdom, and 
experience to prepare the 2007 Science Curriculum Framework. Committee deliberations were thoughtfully enhanced by 
feedback from teachers about science teaching and learning, material found in exemplary state science content standards, 
and information gleaned from reports that reviewed earlier versions of the Tennessee Standards.  Highlights of the 
revision process are described below. 

Feedback gathered from teachers since release of the 2001 version of the Tennessee Standards indicated that the previous 
Framework could be improved by: 

• Creating standards categories that are clear and concise as to their purpose and intent. 
• Replacing the grade cluster configuration with a series of individual grade level expectations that offer better 

guidance for organizing a coherent K-8 curriculum sequence. 
• Combining major standards topic areas where there was overlap. 
• Placing all Learning Expectations in the most appropriate standards topic areas. 
• Providing guidelines for incorporating inquiry into the curriculum.  
• Scaffolding expectations for students into carefully articulated K-high school learning progressions.
• Refocusing on Expectations as the goals for student learning instead of State Performance Indicators that are used 

by the state to develop standardized tests.  

The Mid-Central Regional Education Lab (McREL) study commissioned by the TN Department of Education (DOE) in 
2006 raised the following concerns about the 2001 science standards:  

• Accomplishments tended to be broad in scope and not all major topics addressed 
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• Many accomplishments  duplicated at two or more grade levels 
• Significant clarity issues resulted from the embedding of the process of inquiry into content standards 
• Multiple organizing layers within the standards presented issues in terms of the relationships among components 
• Blueprint for Learning uses terminology inconsistent with the standards that may create confusion Webb’s Analysis 

of rigor and relevance conducted in 2006 revealed that the 2001 Framework:
• Alignment of standards and associated assessment items generally very  good 
• Science performance indicators primarily expect students to have basic skills in science, with very little 

expectations for conducting scientific reasoning 
• Many standards and corresponding assessment items found to be at lower levels of Webb’s Depth of Knowledge

The Fordham Report, which rated the 2001 TN Science Standards highly, offered the following observations: 
• Organization is complicated by subdivision of individual Benchmarks into “levels” 
• Covers physical sciences very well, small errors of fact or exposition
• Life sciences gets good handling, especially in high school 
• Remarkable and encouraging is the reversal of  Tennessee’s approach to evolutionary science …evolutionary science 

is covered and properly sequenced 
• Grade “B” 

Data and recommendations from all of the above sources were incorporated into the 2007 Curriculum Framework. The 
new standards continue to be aligned with the National Science Education Standards and Benchmarks for Science 
Literacy. ACT Benchmarks and the National Association for Educational Progress (NAEP) provided additional avenues 
for alignment.  The resulting 2007 Curriculum Framework includes substantive changes in both the content and 
organization of the standards that are aimed at improving the quality of K-12 science education available to all Tennessee 
students.

The new Tennessee Science Curriculum Framework supports research-based approaches to science teaching and is 
consistent with what is known about how students learn science.  Teachers and administrators can use the Framework to 
plan and implement a comprehensive K-12 science program that is aligned with state and national science education goals 
and prepares students for success with the Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program (TCAP).  The K-8 Science
Standards provide the necessary foundation for students to successfully meet rigorous course specific standards 
contained in the high school science sequence.

While the new science standards are not prescriptive in defining any particular instructional sequence, they provide 
helpful guidelines for local education agencies to implement the curriculum and instructional changes implicit in the new 
K-12 science standards.  The following sections of the User’s Guide describe major changes in the Framework, offer a 
rationale for the revised format, introduce Tennessee’s vision for science education, and describe the standards revision 
process.


